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lAbstract.
The decadal, 12-14 year, cycle observed in the North Atlantic SST and tide gauge data was
examined using the NCEP/NCAR reanalyses, COADS data and an ocean model simulation. Besides
this decadal mode, a shorter, subdecadal period of about 8 years exists in tide gauge data north of
40N, in the subpolar SST and in the winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index and in subpolar
winter heat flux values. The decadal cycle is a well separated mode in a singular spectrum analysis
(SSA) for a time series of SST EOF mode 1 with a center over the Gulf Stream extension. Tide gauge
and SST data are consistent in that both show a significant subdecadal periodicity exclusively in the
subpolar gyre, but in subtropics the 12-14 year period is the prominent, but nonstationary, decadal
signal. The main finding of this study is that this 12-14 year cycle can be constructed based on the
leading mode of the surface heat flux. This connection to the surface heat flux implicates the
participation of the thermohaline circulation in the decadal cycle. During the cycle starting from the
positive index phase of NAO, SST and oceanic heat content anomalies are created in subtropics due to
local heat flux and intensification of the thermohaline circulation. The anomalies advect to the subpolar
gyre where they are amplified by local heat flux and are part of the negative feedback of thermohaline
circulation on itself. Consequently the oceanic thermohaline circulation slows down and the opposite
cycle starts. The oscillatory nature would not be possible without the active atmospheric participation
in the cycle, because it provides the unstable interaction through heat flux, without it, the oceanic mode
would be damped. This analysis suggests that the two principal modes of heat flux variability,
corresponding to patterns similar to North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Western Atlantic (WA), are
part of the same decadal cycle and an indirect measure of the north-south movement of the storm
tracks.
1. Introduction
The North Atlantic ocean and atmosphere exhibit apparent long term climate variations, some
of which might arise from coupled interactions. Existence of such coupled modes could provide
significant potential for climate predictability as exemplified by the most well known coupled
phenomemon, E1 Nino, for which the atmosphere-ocean interactions are rather well understood
(Neelin et al., 1998). However, the existence of mid-latitude coupled modes has been under debate
for some time, because a definite process is yet to be singled out through which the coupled
interactions would be acting; likely candidates being wind driven gyre dynamics and thermohaline
circulation. At decadal and longer time scales the ocean dynamics and thermodynamics are expected to
play a role in climate variability due to the oceanic memory (Bjerknes, 1964). Several studies on the
decadal variability of N. Atlantic SST report an oscillatory mode of a period of 12-14 years (Deser and
Blackmon 1993; Sutton and Allen 1997; Moron et al. 1998). A study by Unal and Ghil (1995) finds
10-13 year periodicity in sea level around the North Atlantic coasts. A sub-decadal mode is alstr
evident in the wintertime NAO defined as the difference of sea level pressure between Icelandic low
and Azorian high (Hurrell, 1995). This periodicity is also found in SST by Moron et al. (1998) and
Mann and Park (1994). Mechanisms such as a local oceanic response to the atmospheric anomalies
(Deser and Blackmon 1993; Battisti et al. 1995), and the advection of winter SST anomalies (SSTA)
along the path of the North Atlantic Current (N'AC) (Sutton and Allen 1997) have been suggested as
key elements responsible for the decadal mode.
Coupled modeling can give insights to the longer term variability by providing long time series
of dynamically consistent fields. The study by Grttzner et al. (1998) finds a decadal coupled mode in
the North Atlantic with periodicity of about 17 years, dynamically similar to the one in the North
Pacific (Latif and Barnett, 1994): The mode is maintained by wind driven changes in the gyre
circulation which in turn create oceanic heat content variations in the Gulf Stream and its extension.
The atmospheric response to the heat content changes in the subtropics change the wind stress curl
causing a delayed negative feedback to gyre circulation. Even in a case without explicit existence of
coupled modes, Saravanan and McWilliams (1998) suggest based on a simplified coupled model of
oceanandwhitenoiseatmospherethattheslowadvectionof SSTanomaliesassociatedwith theNorth
Atlantic thermohalinecellenhancesthevariabilityatdecadalfrequency.Theydemonstrateexistenceof
orthogonalmodesin the oceanicresponsewhich peakat thepreferredfrequencywhen advectionand
atmosphericdampingof thermalanomaliesareaboutsimilarstrength. In their casethe sourceof the
decadalfrequencyis in thermalforcing, but someothers(Weisseet al., 1994)have generatedsuch
oscillationsusingstochasticfreshwaterforcing in thesubpolargyre. Thus,the role of thermalversus
halinestochasticforcingis lessthanclear.Consideringthehalineeffects, the 12-14yearfrequencyis
presentin the regularappearanceof salinity anomaliesin the subpolargyre (Reverdinet al 1997).
Theseanomaliesarealsoaccompaniedwith seaiceandSSTanomalies(DeserandBlackmon, 1993)
althoughit hasnotbeendeterminedwhethertheseaicewasthecauseorsimply apassivetracerfor the
negativesalinityanomalies.
Thesubjectof thisstudyis theocean-atmosphereheatexchangeandhow it is connectedto the
decadalvariationsin themid-latitudeatmosphere-oceansystem.Considerationof the surfaceheatflux
leadsto thequestionof therole of thethermohalinecirculationin thedecadalvariability, which is the
mainfocusof this study. In a modelsimulationfor 1951-1993of H/ikkinen(1998), the meridional
overturningcell (MOC)andheattransport(MHT) areshownto reflectpredominantly,andto bedriven
by, thevariabilityof theNAO relatedheatflux. The northerncenterof the NAO relatedheatflux
locatedin thesubpolargyrecontrolsthestrengthof convection(andthusMOC). The MOC changes
areresultof variationsin thevolumein theLabradorSeaWater(LSW), asthe simulatedNordic Sills
overflowdid notvarysignificantlyduringthesameperiod. MOC andMHT changesin the subtropics
lagtypically2 yearstheNAO heatflux changes.This intensifiedMOC appearsasanomalouslyhigh
sealevelheightin theGulf Stream-NorthAtlanticCurrentregionas a result from an enhancedheat
contentof theocean.Theoceanicresponseoccurswithin oneyearfrom themaximumMHT at 25N.
Thus, wecancausallyrelatethe leadingheatflux mode to the strengthof the overturningand heat
contentanomaliesin theNorth Atlantic. As already anticipated in the study by Sutton and Allen
(1997), these heat content anomalies due to the changes in MOC do occur in the storm formation area
which is the Gulf Stream area. Another finding of interest for this work in H_ikkinen (1998) is that
althoughthesecondmodeof heatflux correspondingto a sealevel pressure(SLP) patternwith the
closestresemblanceto theWesternAtlantic(WA) patternwasnotthedriving forceof theoverturning,
it appearedwith equallyhigh correlationwith MHT. In fact, at higher latitudes(north of 40N) the
peaksinMHT wereleadingthetimeseriesof the secondheatflux mode,suggestingthatstrenghened
overturningand heatcontentanomaliesin the storm formation areamodulatethe low frequency
variabilityof thesecondheatflux mode.
To view therecent40 yearvariability in a long-termperspective,thehistoricaldatawas first
analyzedfor decadalcycles.This dataconsistsof SST reconstructionwith 6x6 degreeresolutionby
Smithet al. (1998)for period1856-1997,andof tidegaugesrecords,somespanningover 100years,
from ThePermanentServicefor MeanSeaLevel (PMSL; at Bidston, UK). To study the variability
during the recent 40 years we employ the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (retrieved from the web-site of
NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center at Boulder, CO) for the period 1958-1997 and COADS
data (1946-1993) by daSilva et al. (1994) and a model simulation for 1951-1993 which uses COADS
anomalies. The SST data used in the reanalysis are from the EOF reconstructed SSTs for the period
1950-1997 (Smith et al. 1996). Sea level pressure (SLP) data was obtained from the NCAR 5x5 SLP
data set for period 1946-1995. The ocean simulation is the same as discussed in H_dnen (1998) for
effects of NAO in meridional heat transport variability.
The model formulation and forcing are briefly discussed in Section 2. It will be shown that a
decadal and a subdecadal mode exist in the oceanic SST and tide gauge data, but the former is of
nonstationary nature in SST, Section 3.1. The observational analysis and model simulation data are
compared and primary associations with leading heat flux patterns of NAO and WA are derived in
Section 3.2. Section 4 shows that this decadal mode with a 12-14 year period is a coupled mode. In
this mode the local oceanic response to atmospheric circulation off the N. American coast, the
advection of SST and ocean heat content anomalies along the Gulf Stream/NAC and feedbacks from
the oceanic heat content to the atmosphere all play a role.
2. Ocean model and surface forcing
The coupled ocean and ice model is previously published in H_tkkinen and Mellor (1992; and
references thereof) and H_kinen (1993). The original POM code uses centered differencing for
advection which can develop undesirable effects for scalar variables (such as unrealistic temperatures)
when applied at strong frontal regions, e.g. such an intense front occurs over the Iceland Faroe ridge
in the near bottom sigma-layers. In our model, we use a modified upstream differencing scheme based
on piecewise parabolic method in the form developed by Lin et al (1994). This scheme is much less
diffusive than the regular upstream differencing, however, it still contains numerical diffusion, so we
do not apply any explicit horizontal diffusion for T and S.
The model is the same as described in Mauritzen and Hakkinen (1997) and H_3cinen (1998)
and the exact choices of boundary conditions are the same. The coupled ice-ocean model extends from
the Bering Strait to 15S with resolution of 7/10 in 'longitude', 9/10 in 'latitude' (in a rotated coordinate
system with a equator at 30W and the pole at 120W, ON). There are 20 sigma-levels in the vertical,
with higher resolution near surface. The ocean model was initialized with the annual average
hydrographic climatology of Levitus (1982). The transports at oceanic lateral boundaries were
specified to a 0.8Sv inflow in at the Bering Strait which exits at 15S. T and S at the open boundaries
and at the Mediterranean outflow points are relaxed to Levitus values. The topography (derived from
the TerrainBase Global DTM data base with 5'x5' resolution) is smoothed so that the topographic
slopes are limited to below 1% and grid-to-grid depth variations below 35%. By choosing the two
bottom layers to consist of 15% and 20% of the water column we ensure that the water column above
the z- level where the deepest pressure gradients.are computed lies above the bottom at any given grid
interval.
The momentum exchange between the atmosphere and ice/ocean are specified from the
Trenberth et al (1989) monthly ECMWF wind stress climatology over open ocean and a geostrophic
wind stress (derived from NCAR 5x5 surface pressure climatology) over sea ice with an exchange
coefficient of 1.3E-3); the heat exchange with exchange coefficient of 1.3E-3 is derived from the
ECMWF monthly climatologies of wind, temperature and humidity and model generated surface
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temperatureandderivedspecifichumiditywith 98%saturation.Short-waveand downwardlong-wave
radiationrequirecloudinessinformationwhich is given by InternationalSatelliteCloud Climatology
Project(ISCCP) measurements.The precipitation-evaporation(P-E) field (monthly climatology) is
obtainedfrom NMC operationalanalysis(RasmussonandMo, 1997). When the river runoff (from
RussellandMiller (1990))with anannualtotalof 18000km3is included,modificationswere addedto
theP-Efield at8-12Nto conservesalt in thebasin.
The model is run 10 yearsusing the abovedescribedclimatologicalsurface forcing. The
COADSclimatologywasnot usedfor this spinuprun becauseECMWF producesamore reasonable
quasi-equilibriumstate. After year 10 the COADS anomalies1946-1993(in a 1X1 degreegrid,
daSilvaet al. 1994)areaddedto the abovedescribedclimatologyeverywheresouth 70N, with the
exceptionof wind stressandwind speedfor whichtheanomaliesareappliedsouthof 60N. North of
50N, thewind stressandwind speedare computedfrom NCAR pressuresand blendedover a 10
degreelatitudebandfrom 50N to 60N. P-E andcloudforcing remainto be climatologicalduring48
yearsimulation.Thefirst 5 years(1946-1950)havebeenneglectedfrom the analysisasa partof the
spinup.
3. Modes of variability
3.1 Decadal cycle in observations
The longest records for any oceanic quantity are the reconstructed SST fields and tide gauge
data which both can cover a period over 100 years. Although we cannot address here how exactly the
sea level recorded at coastal tide gauges relates to the variability in the open ocean, it is assumed that
steric height variations off-shore influences the coastal ocean. It has been known that e.g. the US East
Coast tide gauge data contains a strong decadal frequency which has been associated with atmospheric
forcing (Maul and Hanson, 1991), as the coastal sea level variability beyond the time scales of
continental shelf waves and diurnal and semidiurnal tides is determined by winds and steric height
variations off-shore. Greatbatch and Goulding (1989) explain a considerable portion of the seasonal
coastal sea level variations in US Eastern Seaboard due to the barotropic response of the ocean to
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seasonallychangingwind stresscurl to whichtheoceangyresadjustwithin onemonth.Thus it canbe
expectedthattidegaugedatacontainslongerperiodwind stresscurl variability through openocean
barotropicandbaroclinicresponsesaswell astheoceanicbaroclinicresponseto changingheatfluxes.
BesidesconventionalFourieranalysis,thedominantfrequenciesin SST and tide gaugedata
were exploredusing the SingularSpectrumAnalysis (SSA) (Vautardet al. 1992)which is a data-
adaptivemethodto analyzesignalsin short, noisy, andnonstationarytimeseries. SSA is basedon
principalcomponentanalysis(PCA) which solves a laggedcovariancematrix of the process. The
window within which the time seriesis decomposedinto eigenmodesis suppliedby the userand
dependson theperiodicityof theprocessunderstudy. In principal,thewindow shouldbeof lengthof
atleastoneoscillation period with an upper limit of a typical lifetime of the oscillation, but not more
than one third of the time series. A periodic signal can be identified by a near equal pair of
eigenvalues. Typically the modes with a physical periodicity are singled out as the first few pairs of
eigenelements with the higher modes representing noise in the system.
3.1.1 Decadal cycle in SST
First the SST variability is studied based on the reconstructed 6x6 degree SST fields by Smith
et al. (1998)for period 1856-1997. The computation of Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) result
in EOF1 with 26% and EOF3 with 11% of the variance for the period 1856-1997 (EOF2 with 15% of
the variance has the trend) which are shown in Figs. l a-b. They are similar to the modes retrieved
Deser and Blackmon (1992) from COADS data for the 1900-1989 period, the first modes are the
same, but their dipole mode appears here as the 3rd mode. The principal components (PC's) of these
modes are shown in Figs. lc-d with their SSA reconstruction from SSA-modes containing a decadal
signal. The PC 1 has first two modes with longer frequency than the 31 year window can resolve, the
third (4.54% of variance) and fourth (4.52%) modes have a periodicity with about 12 year period.
Even though SSA resolves the mode in eigenvalue space, a conventional Fourier analysis (3 50%
overlapping subsections and a Hamming window; 10 degrees of freedom) does not have a significant
peak above red noise at this period. The pair of SSA modes 6 and 7 from PC3 (Fig. 1d) have decadal
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variabilityat 13-14yearswith varianceof 4.32-4.40%. Thefirst 5 modeshavea longerperiodthan
thewindowcanresolveor containirregularcycles.Theexplainedvarianceof 5th mode(4.54%) and
the8th mode(4.10%) do not allow a clearseparationin eigenvaluespace.Using Fourier analysis
(with 3 50% overlappingsubsections)theperiod of 13-14yearsis not above the red noise 95%
confidencelevel,however, the latersubsectionof 70 yearshasratherstrongpeakat thatperiodicity.
This is consistentwith findingsby DeserandBlackmon(1993) whosedecadalcycle in SST dipole
modewasnotsignificantin respecto rednoise.The total varianceof thedecadalmode, 12-14years,
isonly about3%. Thusthesignalis ratherweakin SST,andtheSSA reconstructionsalsoshow that
it is nonstationary,with only therecentdecades,1950-90,havingastrongregularcycle.
EOF decompositiondoesnot necessarilyseparatethe datafields optimally to highlight the
significantfrequencies.To avoid possiblelimitationsby EOF's, a spectralanalysis is performed
directly for SST time seriesin two distinctareas. EOF's emphasizethe locationsof the highest
variancewhichareusedin choosingareasto createarealaverageSST timeseries:anareaSE off the
coastof Florida is chosenasit is thestormformation area,18N-30N,81W-57W, andanareain the
subpolargyre,42N-60N, 57W-27W, is chosenwhere modificationtowardssubpolarmodewaters
andLSW productiontakesplace.Thesetwotime seriesareshownin Fig. 2a.TheSSA-decomposition
of thesouthernareagivesadecadalperiodof 14-15yearsin the3rd and4th modes(well separated),
thefirst two beingmuchlongertermvariability. TheconventionalFourieranalysisfails to give any
significantdecadalperiodsbeyondrednoisefor this southerntimeseriesfor monthlydata.Using only
winter (JFM) anomalies,Fourieranalysis(dividedinto a 3 50% overlappingsections,multipliedby
Hammingwindow) suggestsapeakat 14-yearperiod. It isonly presentin a subsectionfrom 1890to
1960.Whenthespectrafrom thethreesectionsareaveraged,the 14yr peakbecomesindistinguishable
fromtherednoise. Clearlythissignalisof nonstationarynatureasalreadysuggestedby SSA-analysis
of PC1 andPC3. In contrast,SSA-decompositionfor the subpolartime series had difficulty of
separatingmodesbecauseof thevery low frequencyvariability. However, Fourier analysis(using
monthlydata(1704points)in three50%overlappingsectionsanda Hammingwindow; 10degreesof
freedom) gives two significantpeaksat 14 and 8 yearswhich aresignificantat 95% level when
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comparedto rednoise,Fig. 2b. Thelasttwo 7l-year sectionsdeterminethesignificanceof thepeakat
14yearscontaining7-12%of thevariance,and7%overallwhenthethreesectionsarecombined. The
peakat7-9yr ispresentin all sections,butnarroweddownto 9 yearsduringthelast71years.Overall
7-9yr intervalhas7%of thevariance.Thesubdecadalfrequencyin SSThasbeenreportedby several
authors,e.g.MannandPark,(1994),andMoron et al. 1998. In theMannandParkstudy it is mainly
found in the very northernNorth Atlanticas here. Moron et al. find it to affect the whole North
Atlantic.
3.1.2 Decadal cycle in sea level data
The longest tide gauge data from PSML minimum gaps (at most 2 years, exceptions are stated)
were chosen for analysis. The gaps were filled by linear interpolation of sea level anomalies and no
atmospheric pressure corrections were applied to the data. The low pass filtered tide gauge data along
the US east coast is shown in Fig. 3 from north to south. The stations shown have been widely used
in literature in studies of sea level variability. The distribution of stations covers latitudes from 20N to
60N, but not all of them are discussed in detail. Latitudes of the tide gauge data referenced below are
in Table 1. The northern stations show somewhat more irregular cycles of variability than the southern
stations, Charleston, Mayport and Miami. In the case of Mayport and Charleston, the decadal cycle,
at about 12 years, is evident to a bare eye and it is quite regular throughout the observation period from
1920's to present. The amplitude of the cycle is about 6 cm (12cm from peak to peak). SSA-modes
from Portland, Boston, New York, Atlantic City, Charleston and Mayport are tabulated in Table 1.
The window was chosen to be about 1/3 of the record length. The first two SSA-modes for Portland
are longer than the window length can resolve, but has modes 3 and 4 which have a periodicity of 7-8
years. In the case of Atlantic City, Charleston and Mayport the decadal frequency at about 12 years
exists in the first modes. Boston has a decadal period in 3 and 4 modes while New York tide gauge
does not show any decadal or subdecadal periods using SSA. The contribution of the decadal mode to
the total variance is high in Atlantic City where the first two modes explain 6.79% and 6.73% of the
variance. The same holds for Charleston where the first 2 modes explain 7.08% and 7.01% of the
variance (detrendingof theCharlestontidegaugetimeserieswasdonein two sections,while in all
other time time seriesa single linear trend was removed). The reconstructionof the detrended
Charlestonsealevel from its 1stand 2nd SSA-modesalong the seasonallybinned dataand an 1l-
seasonrunningmeanareshown in Fig. 4. Thedecadalcycle is clearlypresentin thedatawith some
amplificationduringtherecentdecades.Theoriginal andSSA-reconstructionsof SST mode1 andof
theCharlestontidegaugetimeseriesshow similardecadalvariability, such that a negativesealevel
lagsapositiveSSTPC1(anegativesubtropicalSST,positivesubpolarSST)by about4 years.
OntheEuropeanside,thereareseveralrecordsoverhundredyearsbut someof themhave10-
yeargapslimiting theirusein this timeseriesanalysis.A sampleof low passfiltered variability atthe
westernEuropeis shownin Fig. 5. (Timeseriesat BrestandAberdeenhavebeenshiftedby 30 years
forward for convenience). Coherencebetweenthe northernand southernstations is not always
evidentbecausethe easternNorth Atlanticis dynamicallycomplicatedwhich is reflectedin the sea
level: it is an areaof subductionof the ventilatedisopycnals,the subductedwaterswill also carry
thermalanomaliesaffectingthestericheightandit is alsothesideof theoceanwherecoastalupwelling
would be found. SSA-modeswith decadalfrequencyfor Tenerife(theshortestrecordwith 63 years
andcontainsa 5 yeargap 1936-1940,detrendingwasdonein two sections),Lagos, North Shields,
Brest,AberdeenandBergenarelistedin Table2. In generalthefirst modesareof lower frequency
thanwindow lengthof 21-34 yearscan resolve,exceptfor Tenerifeand N. Shields. Nearly all
stationsdisplayperiodsof 10-12yearswith exceptionof BrestandBergen. At higherlatitudes,e.g.at
Bergen,aperiodof 7-8 yearsappearsasthe3rdand4th modeswith 3.8-4.3%of thevariance.Fourier
analysisusingtwo non-overlappingsubsectionsand a Hammingwindow confirm the significanceof
SSA periodicitiesfound. The decadalfrequencyabovenoise level is lacking at Brest, Newlyn
(Fourieranalysishasa 11yearpeak)andCascais.It is unclearwhy, but it is possiblethat aliasingof
stormsurges,tidesand seiches(variouserror sourcesin monthly meandata is discussedin Pugh
(1987)andSturges(1987); Sturgespointsout thoughthat muchof thealiasingeffect for storm surges
andtidescanbeneglectedfor periodslongerthanafew years).Onecouldperhapsconsiderthepower
at 8-9 yearsin tidegaugedatawith somecautionbecauseoneof thetidal peaksoccurat 8.85 years
from the revolutionof lunarperigee. However, theoccurrenceof the8-9 yearpeakin high latitude
SST gives it credibility. Additionally, othererrors from unknown sourcesmay be included, for
instance,CascaisandLagosareonly 1degreeapartin latitude,thusonewouldexpectto find thesame
leadingsignalsin bothof them. In fact, thedecadalperiod at Cascais is 16-17 years instead at 10
years as in Lagos. Despite these problems, the European side southern tide gauges have a stronger
decadal signal than the northern ones similar to the behavior in the US Eastern Seaboard.
3.1.3 NAO and the decadal and subdecadal cycle in SST and tide gauge data
There appears to be a split in dominant frequencies between the northern and southern tide
gauge stations, with a shorter 7-8 year frequency prevalent in the north but a longer 12-14-year cycle
dominates the southern, subtropical stations. This dissimilar behaviour between the northern and
southern stations has been noted before, e.g. by Thompson (1990) in respect to local wind forcing.
The prevalence of the 13-14 year cycle in the SE US tide gauge data (from 1931-1987) has been
reported also by Maul and Hanson (1991) from Fourier analysis and by Unal and Ghil (1995) using
SSA-analysis. In addition, Maul and Hanson found a strong simultaneous correlation with a NAO-
like SLP pattern for wintertime. On the other hand, a 7-8 year period, but not a 13-14 year period, is
a significant frequency found in the winter NAO index (Rogers, 1984). Computation of the SSA-
modes from the winter NAO index (Hurrell, 1995) using 31 year window gives a pair of modes (3rd
and 4th; not shown) which have 8 year periodicity and explain 6.7-7.2% of the variance (again the first
2 modes have longer than 20 year periodicity; the 5th and 6th modes explaining 4.4-4.5% variance
have a 2-3 year periodicity). The barotropic response to changes in wind stress curl takes place within
a month via barotopic planetary waves (Gill, 1982) which is why this 8 year periodicity should appear
in the sea level records: A correlation of Portland winter-average sea level with NAO index (84
winters) gives significant correlations of the same sign at 0 lag (-0.36) and at -7 year lag (-0.42), at
other lags correlations are small. A significant correlation at 0 lag can be found also between Bergen
sea level and NAO-index (69 winters) (+0.55). No instantaneous correlation was found for the
southern tide gauges such as Atlantic City or Charleston. Thus, the instantaneous response in the
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PortlandandBergensealevel representsthebarotropicresponseof the ocean to a change in westerlies
at a period of about 8 years. Because the barotropic oceanic response becomes stronger at the higher
latitudes as the stratification weakens (Gill and Niiler, 1973), the period appears predominantly in the
northern tide gauge stations. For the same reason the 14 year period, if it is a result of baroclinic
dynamics, should weaken in sea level towards north.
Examination of SSA decompositions of the SST data and tide gauge data on both sides of the
Atlantic enforces the idea that there exists two slightly different decadal frequencies. The SST EOF-
mode 1 with a dipole structure has about 10 year cycle, while the EOF-mode 3 has about 14 year
cycle. A similar split in dedacal or near decadal frequencies occurs in the tide gauge SSA-modes.
Despite possible tidal aliasing, the tide gauge data seem to follow physically reasonable behaviour
patterns of variability dividing the northern and southern stations. While the subdecadal variability in
SST and tide gauge data is limited to the subpolar areas, the longer 12-14 year period can be found in
everywhere in SST and in the southern tide gauges. Deser and Blackmon (1993) also note that the
variability of the dominant SST EOF1 time series displays slightly different decadal frequencies; about
9 years before 1945 and about 12 years after 1945. The 9 year period in SST does have some
justification from the fact that NAO itself has considerable power at periods below 10 years. This is
because a SSTA pattern resembling SST EOF1 is a direct response to NAO associated heat fluxes (see
Fig 15a, discussed later in detail). How the subdecadal periodicity arises cannot be addresses here,
instead this study concentrates on the 13-14 year period which is quite distinguishable in the ocean and
leaves an imprint on the atmospheric quantities implying an existence of a distinct coupled mode.
3.2 Net heat flux anomalies
This paper focuses on the role of heat exchange in a possible coupled ocean-atmosphere mode.
To construct a coherent and robust picture of heat exchange variations, the heat fluxes from three
sources, NCEP, COADS and model modified COADS, have been used. The monthly NCEP net heat
flux anomaly data were obtained from the daily reanalysis values subtracting monthly mean values.
The dominant modes of the heat flux variability are represented by two EOF patterns (Fig. 6a-b). The
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two EOFsaccountfor 17%and 12%of thetotal variancein NCEPdata. Both modesarealsofoundin
theCOADS(daSilvaet al., 1994)heatflux dataandin theoceanmodelmodifiedCOADS heatflux
data(derivedfrom COADSatmosphericanomaliesandthemodelSST) (H_ikkinen,1998). The first
two principalcomponentsfor NCEP,COADSandmodelmodifiedCOADSaredisplayedin Figs.6c-e
after being normalized(by one standarddeviation), detrendedand low pass filtered (37 month
Hanningfilter). ThewinterextremainPC1andPC2correspondto heatfluxesassociatedpatternsthat
haveappearanceof NAO andWA-like patterns(Cayan,1992;H_,kinen, 1998). Thereareapparent
discrepanciesbetweentheNCEPandCOADSderivedPC's,andevenlower frequencyvariability than
decadalispresent.Themodelmodifiedheatflux andCOADSheatflux dodiffer somewhatin 1990's
whenCOADS and NCEP produce a strong downturn, but the model heat flux stays high. However,
the high correlation of the low pass filtered forms of the leading PC's is evident in all three data sets,
although less strongly in COADS data. The significant correlations (at 95 % confidence level) using
Nov-Apr averages and PC1 leading PC2 are 0.33 at +2 years for NCEP, 0.33 at +4 years for COADS
and 0.41 at +1 and +3 years (0.37 at +2 years) for the model. This suggests that the two leading heat
flux modes represents the same phenomenon and form a propagating pair. At a lag of 3 years the
modes would be in quadrature. Although the correlation between the original COADS PC 1 and model
heat flux PC1 is high (0.76 for all 516 months), as well that of PC2's (0.83), it will be shown that the
dynamics of the ocean model recreates heat flux modes which are internally more consistent than those
of COADS. A notable manifestation of this is already seen in the low-frequency correlation of the
PCI's and PC2's, where correlation between COADS PC1 and PC2 is not very evident. Due to the
differences between the original COADS flux and the model flux in the 1990's, the model flux is used
only for period 1951-1990, 40 years which is also the length of the NCEP time series.
The decadal variability is evident in the low pass filtered and detrended PC 1 and PC2 (Fig.6c-
e). Time series of heat flux PC's are too short to seek validity to the spectral peaks that might exist on
decadal frequency, but Fourier line spectrum can be used to estimate the distribution of variance on
different frequencies. If one would use monthly anomalies, the low frequency band, periods 10-40
years, would have about 4 % of the variance. If all seasons were used for the power spectrum, the low
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frequencydomainwould receiveabout 10%of the variance.However, if one selectsonly winter
(DJF)valuesto emphasizelower frequencies,thepowerspectrum,e.g. for themodelheatflux PC's,
concentratesmuchmore of the variance,40%, to the periods above 10 years (the corresponding
fractionis 40% in NCEP heatflux PC1, and20 % in COADSPC1). Model winter heatflux PC1
containscloseto 25%of thevarianceat about13yearsin PC1(notshown).COADSwinter datadoes
notexhibitthedecadalpeakasdistinctlyasthe modelheatflux, while NCEP winter PC1 has37% of
thevarianceat 10-13yearperiods(notshown). As seenthesubpolarSSThasa significantperiodat
about8 yearswhich shouldappearin theheatflux also asa proof of consistentunderlyingphysics.
When thewinter (DJF) subpolarheatflux (averagefrom 45N to 65N) is subjectedto a Fourier
analysis,strongpeaksappearat about13yearsandat 8 years(not shown),the latteris presentalsoin
thewinterCOADSdata. In NCEPsubpolarflux, the8 yearperiodhasalargefractionof variancebut
is not separatedpeakin theclusterof periodsbetween8-13 yearswith a largepower (46% of the
wintervariance).To emphasizethefact thatthe low frequencysignalis mainly found duringwinter
months,the subpolarheatflux anomaliesfrom NCEP reanalysisareshownasmonthly values(Fig.
7a)andwinter (DJF) values(Fig. 7b) both with the Fourier reconstructionfrom periodsat 8-13.3
years. In conclusion,theSST,sealevelandheatflux at thesubpolarlatitudesall containconsiderable
poweratthesamedecadalandsubdecadalfrequencies.
4. Decadal oscillation for the last 40 years
4.1 The half cycle
The question whether the power at 12-14 years in SST, sea level and heat fluxes originates
from intrinsic atmospheric low-frequency processes or due to the coupling with ocean is the heart of
the problem in determining the role of the ocean in the decadal climate variability. The hypothesis of
the coupled cycle to be constructed is that it is tied to the thermohaline circulation driven by surface
heat fluxes. The thermohaline cell variability associated with this hypothesis involves only the water
masses immediately below the permanent thermocline, i.e. waters of the subpolar origin including
LSW as shown in H_ikkinen (1998). If there is a connection, one should be able to construct the 12-
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14cycle, or at least a half cycle, from lagged composites or correlations based on some integral
measure of the heat flux variability. As discussed above, the Fourier analysis of winter averages of the
heat flux PC1 contains strong power on decadal frequency, thus PC1 is chosen to build composites of
the seasonal mean SLP, net heat flux and SST etc. Furthermore, the low frequency part of the heat
flux PC I is linked the to strength of the thermohaline cell (H_.kkinen, 1998). The ocean model
simulated SST and upper ocean heat content anomalies (OHCA) (= the average temperature in the top
1000 meters) are also used to highlight the changes in thermohaline circulation. All data, heat flux
PCI's and the data fields, are linearly detrended before computing the composites. Composites to be
shown cover typically a time-span of 4 seasons before to 24-48 seasons after the magnitude of winter
(DJF) heat flux PC 1 is above one standard deviation. The years of these winters with extreme heat
flux PC 1 (above one std; based on all seasons) are listed in Table 3 for NCEP, COADS and MODEL.
Results will be presented as the difference of positive and negative composites, altogether consisting
about half of the winters in the time series at lag=0. Similar composites were obtained from COADS
and from an ocean model modified heat flux and SST data and are shown in some cases. When
compositing NCEP/NCAR data, NCEP heat flux PC1 is used; for COADS data, COADS heat flux
PC1 is used, and for model data, model heat flux PC1 is used. The ocean model results are used to
elucidate the heat content changes in conjunction of the decadal mode.
As previously noted the heat flux EOF1 and EOF2 correspond to NAO and WA-like SLP
patterns, further support is offered to suggest that they represent the same phenomenon by computing
lagged correlations of PC1 and PC2 from the model heat flux with the NCAR SLP field. The
correlations are shown in Figs. 8 when the winter data (binned as DJF; 39 winters), 0.3 is a significant
correlation at 95% confidence level. Fig. 8, at 0 lag, as expected show the NAO SLP pattern and its
remnants for the next 2 years. At year 3, the highest correlation occur off Newfoundland centered at
about 45N, 50W, and the pattern resembles the WA pattern (Wallace and Gutzler (1981)
teleconnection center is at (55N, 55W), but their SLP WA-composite has the northern center at (60N,
40W)). Year 6 (and 7) show reversal of the spatial pattern at 0 lag. Similarly, the lagged correlations
are shown for PC2 in Figs. 9 where 0 lag pattern show WA-like pattern centered at (50N, 45W). Year
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two showsalow still in thesubpolargyre,butyear3 showsanexistencemoreor lessof thenegative
phaseof NAO with thelow aroundAzoresbeingsignificant,but thenorthernhigh centercorrelations
arenotsignificant.Years6-7showinitiation of the reversalof thepatternat 0 lag, howeveronly the
southerncentershavesignificantcorrelations. Thus,the(model)heatflux PC1andPC2recovereach
other'sSLPpatterns3 yearsaftertheheightof their parentSLP patterns,andto somedegreealsothe
reversalof theseparentpatterns6-7yearslater.
Besidesthelaggedcorrelations,compositesof SLP canbeconstructedat theextremaof heat
flux PC1 to build a coherentpictureof the cycle. The compositesfor the model heatflux PC1 are
shownin Figs. 10. Thelag 0 compositenaturallyis theNAO SLPpattern,butby the summerof year
2, aweaklow pressureanomalyappearseastof Newfoundlandat mid-ocean.It growsintoa 2-3 hPa
anomalyby year3. This patternresemblestheWA-like teleconnectionwith a low centeredat (45N,
45W). At year6 theSLP compositepattemhaspropertiesof the reverseof the lag 0 pattern,but
again,only thedifferencevaluesat thesouthemcenteraresignificant.Thepressureanomaliesat years
3 and6 areof thesimilarstrengthasin thedecadalmodeof Gr6tzneret al. (1998).The compositesfor
NCEPheatflux PC1andNCAR SLPdata(only availableuntil 1995;notshown)suggesthatthemid-
phaseWA-like patternisprominentduringsummersat year 1.5and2.5 and reversaltakesplaceat 6
years. Overall,both thecorrelationsandcompositessuggesta closerelationshipbetweenNAO and
WA-like SLP patterns at low frequencies.
To demonstrate the evolution of the decadal heat flux cycle in itself, the heat flux is composited
against the its PC1 extrema from -1/0 to 5/7 years in Fig 11-13 using NCEP, COADS and model
modified COADS data (NCEP and model uses 40 years of data, COADS 48 years). At lag =0,
COADS heat flux PC1 has only 21 extrema above one std during 48 years, both model and NCEP
PC I have 24 extrema in 40 years. Slightly different time-lag spans are used to elucidate the clearest
signal present in the time series. Since the cycle is weak, depending on the data set used, different
aspects of the cycle are recovered to various degrees as seen from Figs. 11-13. Besides the self-
evident maximum at lag 0 in all three composite sets, in NCEP data (Figs. 11) the NAO -like heat flux
pattern is already present at year -1. Some of the NAO-related pattern is still left on year 1 and 2. By
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year3, a heatflux centerover theGulf Stream-N.AtlanticCurrent(NAC) areahasdevelopedand it
resemblesheatflux EOF2in all composite sets. Year 4 is not shown, but by year 5, traces of a pattern
opposite to year -1 has developed. At year 5, less than 50% of amplitude is recovered in NCEP data.
Also the mid-cycle amplitude of 30W/m2 is only 40% of the maximum value of heat flux when
composited against heat flux PC2. The COADS and model heat flux composites for years 0 to 6-7
(Figs. 12-13) are similar to the NCEP ones. The mid-cycle pattern is less strongly represented in the
COADS data than in the model or NCEP heat flux data. However, the reversal is well defined in both
data sets. The reversal in COADS data takes place with a 6 year period as in NCEP data, and recovers
about 50 % of the amplitude in the subtropics. In the model heat flux, the mid-cycle pattern is well
defined and stretches along the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current. Reversal of the pattern takes
about 7 years in the model data, and with nearly the same strength as the original signal in the subpolar
gyre. This heat flux cycle indirectly measures the movement of storm tracks from the high index
phase of NAO to WA and then to low index phase of NAO. The above PC1 and SLP correlations and
composites complement the picture of the negative SLP anomaly moving from north to south.
For the different phases of the cycle, we construct composites for SST (from Smith et al.
1996) used in NCEP Reanalysis and corresponding NCEP heat flux PC1 (Figs. 14), and for model
SST based on model heat flux PC 1 (Figs. 15). Similarly composites for OHC from the model are
based on the model heat flux PC1. Below we mainly discuss the NCEP data in connection of SST
composites, because we want to rely as much as possible on "observational" data. The model and
Reanalysis composites are very similar but the NCEP composites have more smoother and broader
patterns than the model derived.
a) Years-1-0: Local response
At one year before (DJF, year -1) the maximum positive phase of the EOF1, the NAO dipole
can be found in heat flux anomalies (Figs. I1) but only weak anomalies in SST and OHC (not
shown). At DJF, year 0, the high index phase of the NAO, heat flux anomalies (Figs. 1 la-b) are
organized as a dipole with positive values in the Labrador Sea and negative values off the US south-
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east coast as shown by Cayan (1992). It has been shown previously by e.g. Deser and Blackmon
(1993) that stronger than normal westerly winds are associated with positive heat flux anomalies and
coincide with cooler than normal SSTs. Southerly winds are associated with negative heat flux
anomalies off the US east coast. This results in the SST composite which shows the well-known
SSTA dipole with warm subtropics and a cold subpolar gyre (Fig. 14a). The dipole is a local response
to the atmospheric circulation as concluded by Deser and Blackmon (1993). The OHC anomalies ('Fig.
16a) are still weak and follow the SSTA. The simulated March mixed layer depth composite at year 0
corresponding to the DJF extremum of model heat flux PC1 (Fig. 17a) shows the anomalously deep
mixed layers everywhere in the subpolar gyre but especially at the center of the Labrador Sea. March
of the year 0 has the largest positive mixed layer depth anomalies during the cycle indicating the
maximum deep convection. The influence of the deep convection as enhanced overturning will be felt
about 2 years later in the mid-latitudes (H_,kinen, 1998).
b) Years 1-2: Advection
Sutton and Allen (1997) show that the SSTA anomalies appear to advect slowly along the Gulf
Stream. This slow advection, 2cm/s, is shown by Saravanan and McWillams (1998) to be a typical
average speed of the top 500 meters in the Gulf Stream area. In NCEP data, by MAM of Year 0,
positive SSTA (Fig. 14b) reaches the central Atlantic with a maximum at (40-45N, 40W) which
coincides with the positive anomaly center of the heat flux EOF2 (Fig. 6b). By year 2 (shown for
model in Fig. 15c), warm SSTA has spread away from the North American coast.
The warm water migration is not limited to the surface, the warm anomalies extending down to
the thermocline (at 1000-1200 meters at 25N) appear to propagate in consort (Fig. 16b-c). The OHC
anomaly in the Gulf Stream region accumulates due to the local heating, but also due to deepening of
the isopycnals (not shown), i.e. ocean dynamics are important to the build-up of the thermal anomaly.
The composites do show westward propagating heat anomalies at latitudes 20N-30N which is a sign
of Rossby waves. This phase, 1-2 years after the maximum in PC1, is also associated with the
maximum MOC and poleward oceanic heat transport (H_ikkinen, 1998). As a result, by the end of
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year2 (Fig. 16c),the subtropicalpositiveOHCA beginsto advectnorth-eastalong the NAC. The
subpolarnegativeOHCA is seento escapeto theslopewatersfrom year 1, thusthedecadal SSTA is
outof phasein theGulf Streamandtheslopewatersasin Kushnir (1994).
c) Year 3: Feedback from the ocean
By DJF Year 3, the warm SSTA in the mid-Atlantic and the cold SSTA in the Labrador Sea
have persisted for more than 2 years, Fig. 14d. The upper ocean has a higher than normal heat content
covering the ocean basin north of 40N (Fig. 16d), with a maximum co-located with the SST maximum
(fig. 15d). A negative SSTA is seen in the slope waters in the model composites Fig. 15d which is
reminescent to SSTA composite of Kushnir (1994) (his figure 5b). At this time, the mid-ocean is
covered with positive heat flux anomalies (Fig. 1 le) directly atop of the positive SSTA. The heat flux
anomaly pattern resembles the EOF2 (Fig.6b) with positive anomalies centered at (40-45N, 40W) and
negative anomalies to the north. At this time, Fig. 10d, a low pressure anomaly cyclone has formed
N-NE of the area of warm SSTA resembling WA-pattern. This SLP pattern has its southern section
which is associated with geostrophic off-shore wind field (bringing cold continental air) overlaying the
positive heat flux (Fig. 1 le) and SST (Fig. 15d) anomalies. It is significant that the EOF2 heat loss
pattern overlays a positive SSTA, because one would expect a negative SST to be associated with a
heat loss. Thus, the relationship between the heat flux pattern EOF2 and underlying ocean is different
depending on the frequency band. This phase has similarities with the idealized numerical
experiments by Kushnir and Held (1996) who show a low (high) forming downstream of a positive
(negative) mid-latitude SST anomaly. A simultaneous relationship between the height anomalies and
warm SSTA in the middle of the Atlantic during cold seasons has been reported by Wallace and Jiang
(1987). However, they interpreted this as the WA pattern forcing the SST anomalies. The study of
Kushnir (1994) on interdecadal variations in the N. Atlantic indicated that mechanisms for interannual
and decadal variations may be different. He shows SSTA pattern similar to composites Fig. 14d and
15d to be associated with a low in the mid-basin centered at about 45N. The location of this low is at
about the same as the one pictured in Fig. 10d. Here long lasting heat build up in the mid-ocean basin
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maybethekeyto thechangesin theatmospheric irculation. Oncetheheatflux similar to theEOF2
patternestablishesitself, it dampsthe SSTA in the Gulf Stream/NorthAtlantic Current areabut
enhancestheSSTAin thenorthernsubpolargyre. The dampingof themid-basinSST wassuggested
alsoby Kushnir(1994)basedon windanomalies,but theuseof theheatflux anomaliesdirectlyputs
hisconclusioninto theframeworkof thecoupledcycle itself.
d) Years 4-7: Completion of a half cycle
By year 6 the north-south dipole in the SLP anomaly field is out of phase with that of DJF year
0 (Fig. 10g). The net heat flux anomaly pattern of DJF year 5 (NCEP; Fig. 1 If) and 6-7 (model; Fig.
13e-f) is similar to the negative phase of EOF1. After year 3, the mid-ocean SSTA decreases, but
there is a significant positive SSTA and OHCA circulating the subpolar gyre and a lesser anomaly in
the NAC area at year 6-7 (Fig. 14e-f and 16e-f). The local influence of atmospheric fluxes appears to
take effect and the ocean responds to the atmospheric anomalies; a cold SSTA in subtropics and a
warm subpolar SSTA and OHCA (e.g. Fig. l lf, Fig. 13f). Thus, subpolar surface waters are so
warm that no deep mixing is taking place which is corroborated by the most negative values of the
model simulated March mixed layer depth anomaly composited against the model heat flux PC1 at year
7 (Fig. 17b). This indicates that deep convection is at its minimum at this time during the cycle.
Advection with the slope waters and subduction into the thermocline waters are the only ways the
positive OHCA can be removed from the subpolar gyre. Since the surface waters do not sink below
the thermocline, the thermohaline cell and meridional heat transport weaken.
The relation between SSTA and heat flux in the subpolar gyre is a significant aspect of the
cycle: If one accepts the hypothesis of a cycle where these anomalies advected from subtropics as
suggested by the previous composites, a justifiable interpretation is that there is a positive feedback
where the atmospheric fluxes are amplifying SSTA in disquise of a local oceanic responce to heat
fluxes. The lack of atmospheric damping of the decadal SSTA in the subpolar gyre was pointed out by
Kushnir (1994). Also, in the model of Gr6tzner et al. (1998) the subpolar SSTA and heat flux
correlation stays high for lags where ocean leads which is interpreted as positive feedback. The
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amplificationof SSTAandOHCA in thesubpolargyre definestheareaof unstableair-seainteraction
wherelocalheatfluxes forcetheoceaneitherto a stateof maximumconvectionor to a stateof no
convectionasdemonstratedby thecompositedifferencesof the modelsimulatedMarch mixed layer
depthanomaly(Figs. 17a-b).Theoceanicadjustmentto thechangesinbuoyancyflux, andassociated
deepconvection,will be baroclinic with a delay of severalyears via baroclinic Rossby waves
(Wajsowicz, 1986). In effect, the variability in the thermohalinecirculation which causedthe
formationof the subtropicalSSTA andOHCA in the first place,createsa negativefeedbackon itself
throughthenorthwardadvectionof theheatanomalies.Thisnegativefeedbackis further amplifiedby
theatmosphere-oceanheatexchange.
Now afteryear6-7, the sameprocesseswith oppositesign arereadyto begin: a weakening
thermohalinecellcreatesa negativeheatcontentanomalyin the subtropicswhich will influencethe
atmospherewhile it startsto advectnorthwards.Another 6-7 years later one arrives to the state
depictedby lag0composites.
4.2 The decadal oscillation and the ocean as a low pass filter
Even though the cycle described above is weak, less than 5 % of the monthly variance in the
surface heat flux and SST, the power at decadal and longer frequencies should increase when
quantitites involving deeper ocean are concerned. To demonstrate the efficiency of the ocean as low-
pass filter, the simulated upper ocean heat content variability deserves some elaboration. The first two
EOF's of the detrended 1000 m heat content (OHC) are shown in Fig. 18a,b and their PC's in Fig.
18c,d. The first two modes explain 12 and 8 % of the total variance. The EOF1 is very similar to the
heat content composite at year 3 (Fig. 17d) and depicts the warming of the Gulf Stream and North
Atlantic current areas. The second mode has resemblance to the leading heat flux pattern in the
northern part, and can be interpreted to reflect the influence of the local heat flux. However, the
subtropical part has an eastward extension indicating propagation of heat content anomalies from the
east as Rossby waves. The corresponding PC's have most of their power at lower frequencies. In
fact, Fourier analysis indicates that over 45% of their variance is at periods longer than 10 years (using
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40yearsof monthlydata).Furthermore,thetwo OHC PC's arehighlycorrelated,usingonly Nov-Apr
averagevalues,thecorrelationis 0.65, PC2 leadingPCI by 3 years.This relationis apparentwhen
one considersthe compositesin Figs. 17 by equatingheat flux PCI with OHC PC2. Again, a
propagatingpairin quadratureis a valid descriptionof the two first modesof OHC. Althoughthere
areonly 3 cycles,OHCPC2showsthequasi-decadalpeaksat 1960,1974and 1986.
5. Discussion
This study has presented an analysis of a decadal, 12-14 year mode in the North Atlantic from
NCEP and COADS data and from an ocean model which was forced with COADS anomalies to
highlight the upper ocean (1000m) changes associated with the cycle. Observational data were
analyzed to explore the strength and stationarity of a decadal mode in the ocean. There are only two
oceanic quantities with time series extending over 100 years which could give statistically significant
information on the frequency of the mode and its frequency modulation: reconstructed SST's (Smith
et al. 1998) and tide gauge data (from PMSL) go back to the mid-1800's. The SST data decomposed
into EOF modes (unrotated) show that the PC of the 1st mode which is similar to the first mode of
Deser and Blackmon (1993), has a cycle with 12 year period using SSA. The dipole SST mode
(EOF3) shows a mode with about 12-14 year period. Both of the these cyles have only about 3% of
variance. The SSA reconstruction of PC1 indicates nonstationarity with strong signal apparent since
1940's. A spectral analysis of the original data in two specific locations, SE of the Florida coast and in
the subpolar gyre, finds the same 12-14 year decadal signal but significantly different from red noise
only in the subpolar gyre. Also, a significant subdecadal (8 years) signal exists in the subpolar gyre.
The two periods have about 7% of the variance each in the Fourier analysis of the subpolar SST. The
subdecadal period exists also in the winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index and subpolar winter
heat flux values in COADS and model data. The SSA analysis of the longest tide gauge time series
gives a significant periods around 10-14 years if the tide gauge data is from subtropics (e.g. Atlantic
City, Charleston, Tenerife, Lagos). If the data is from higher latitudes (e.g. Portland Maine, New
York, N. Shields, Bergen), the significant modes have periods of 7-8 years. Thus, SST and tide
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gaugedataindicatethatthereexisttwo dominantperiods,oneat 12-14yearperiodandtheotheroneat
7-8years.Thedecadalpeakin sealevel recordsat 10-13yearshasbeenreportedby Maul andHanson
(1991) andUnal andGhil (1995). Theequallyweak, subdecadalpeak is also found in the winter
NAO indexbyHurrell (1995)andin SSTbyMoron et al. (1998)andby MannandPark(1994).
Besidesthepresenceof thesubdecadalperiodin boththenortherntidegaugesandNAO-index,
thecoastalsealevelatnorthernlatitudes,e.g.PortlandandBergen,andNAO index(winter values)is
correlatedat95%confidencelevelatzerolag. This indicatesthatthesubdecadalperiod in sealevelis
relatedto thebarotropicresponseof theocean.On theotherhand,the 12-14yearperiodis a modeat
which thebaroclinicoceanicresponsecanoperate;it is abouttwice thefirst baroclinicRossbywave
transmissiontime at the mid-latitudes(Andersonet al. 1979). At this time it is unclearhow to
reconcilethetwoperiodicitiesassociatedwithNAO in atmosphereandocean.Theheatflux variability
from NCEP, COADS and model simulationscontain similar decadalcycle and additionally the
subpolarheatflux exhibitsstrongpoweron thesubdecadalfrequency.Thedecadaloscillationis weak
consistingtypically5-I0% of thevarianceif monthlyor seasonaldatais considered.However, if one
focuseson winter season,the fraction of varianceon the decadalfrequenciesincreasesto 10-20%
dependingon thequantityandtimeperiod.
Thelocal oceanicresponseto theNAO forcing andthe advectionof SSTA along the Gulf
Stream/NACsystemhavebeensuggestedby SuttonandAllen (1997)andKushnir et al. (1997) to be
responsiblefor thedecadalcycle. Hereacoupledcyclehasbeenproposedbasedon the variabilityin
theheatflux whichis alsoresponsiblefor theobservedcycle in SSTA. Relationsto tropicalor seaice
variabilitywerenotsearchedalthoughDeserandBlackmon(1993)havereportedthatpositiveseaice
anomaliesprecedethecold winterSSTanomaliesin thesubpolargyre. Seaice is likely to participate
to somedegreeto enhancethecycle,but theparticipationis moreor lesspassive: During the high
indexphaseof NAO, whenthesubpolarheatflux is at its maximum,the Arctic ice export of ice is
decreased,andviceversaat the low indexNAO (Hskkinen and Geiger 1998). Also, the relation
betweenatmosphereandseaice isshownto bea one-wayinteractionwith atmosphereforcing seaice
(FangandWallace1994)which relationalsoappliesto theLabradorSeaicecover (Deseret al. 1998).
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During thecoupledcycleproposedhere,anactiveseaice participationis not necessarybecausethe
SST andOHCanomaliesarecreatedin subtropics,not in thesubpolargyre. This is not to say that
processesin the northerncenterof action,theLabradorSea,areunimportant. On thecontrary, the
subpolarconvection,or lackof it, dependsbothon the local heatandfresh waterflux but alsoon the
heatcontentof the upper water columnadvectedto the gyre from subtropics. The Labrador sea
convectionprovidestheessentialtie to thevariabilityof thethermohalinecirculation. Onerequirement
for acoupledmodeis anexistenceof anunstableair-seainteraction. In theNorth Atlanticmodethe
LabradorSeais theareaof unstableair-seainteractionwherelocalheatfluxes forcetheoceaneitherto
a stateof maximumconvectionor to a stateof no convection. Theoceanresponseto thesechanges
will bebaroclinicwith adelayof severalyearsasthebaroclinicRossbywaveshaveto acrossthebasin
to completetheadjustmento thebuoyancyfluxes(Wajsowicz,1986).
Table4 sumsup the oceanicand atmosphericchangesduring a half cycle. The significant
finding is thatthiscyclecanbeconstructedbasedon theleadingmodeof the surfaceheatflux. Thus
thecycleis directlytied to a quantitywhich couples the atmosphericand oceanicdynamics. This
connection to the surface heat flux also implicates the participation of the thermohaline circulation in the
decadal cycle. A similar coupled mode has been observed in a coupled GCM (Gr/Stzner et al (1998))
which they attribute to the advection of SSTA and OHCA resulting from wind driven changes in the
subropical gyre circulation. On the other hand, in the model of Timmermann et al. (1998) the role of
the thermohaline circulation is invoked in an interdecadal mode of about 35 year period: The
overturning regulates the SST anomalies in the subtropics which in turn influence NAO and associated
evaporation field and causing surface salinity anomalies at high latitudes. As a net result, the salinity
anomalies modulate the overtuning variability in their interdecadal mode. Here the presented decadal
cycle is similar as it also relies on the thermohaline cell variability and its feedbacks on itself.
However, results here emphasize the importance of the thermal forcing without invoking SSS changes
and in a shorter time scale: The warm SSTA and OHCA anomalies are generated in subtropics as a
part of adjustment to increased buoyancy fluxes, i.e. by strenthgening overturning. The atmospheric
response to these mid-latitude SST/OHC anomalies is a southward movement of storm tracks
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indirectlycapturedbythetimeevolutionof theheatflux field during thecyclewhereheatflux EOFI
andEOF2form apropagatingpair. Theoceanicheatanomaliesthenmoveto thesubpolargyre, while
theymaybedampedby EOF2-1ikefluxesatthemid-ocean(35N-45N),muchof theanomaliessurvive
to thesubpolargyrewheretheyareexposedto local flux that amplifiesthem.Thepositivefeedbackat
subpolarlatitudesis inferredin severalstudies,e.g.from themodelby Gr_Stznert al. (1998)andfrom
observationsby Kushnir(1994).Theheatflux variability in thesubpolargyre is of importancefor the
oceanresponsein this decadalcyclebecauseit ultimatelymodulatesthestrengthof overturning.The
strongMOC hasa negativefeedbackon itself asthestrengthenedMOC fills theuppersubpolargyre
with low density(=warm)waters. At thehalf-waypointof thecycle, the localheatflux is providing
moreheattotheupperocean,positivefeedbackbetweenatmosphereandocean,andfurtheramplifying
thenegativefeedback,within theocean,arisingfrom theoverturning. Both of thesefactorsbring the
deepconvectionto a halt, and the adjustmentto the new surfacefluxes startsat the mid-latitudes
through appearanceof negativeheat contentanomaliesassociatedwith a weakenedoverturning.
Invoking only gyretransportchangesoriginatingfrom wind stresscurl changescanexplainSSTand
heatcontentanomaliesin subtropics,but it is inadequateto accountfor therole of thesignificantSST
andheatflux anomaliesin thesubpolargyre.
As discussedby Grtitzner et al. (1998), the North Atlantic coupled mode carries some
resemblancewith the El Nino delayedoscillatorwherethe Rossby adjustmentgives the delaythat
allows to the systemto oscillate(Suarezand Schopf, 1988). The pycnoclinedepth changesare
essentialin creatingdeep, long lived heatcontentanomaliesoff CapeHatteras,which is a storm
formationarea. Theheatcontentanomaliesmodify the storm pathand changethe prevailingwind
stresspatternsandheatfluxes. Thereareothersimilaritieswith El Nino also:we fully expectthatthe
coupledmodewill exhibit non-stationaritydependingon longertermvariability and noisepresentin
thecoupledsystem. While therecentdecadessince1940'sshow a ratherclear 12-14yearcyclicity
found in manyobservables,SST,mixedlayersalinities,andsealevelchanges,thehistoricalSSTdata
givesahint thatthismodemaynothavebeenactiveduring theearly 1900's.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 The leading EOF's of winter (JFM) SST for 1856-1997 : a) EOFI and b) EOF3. EOF2 is
similar to EOFI but its PC contains a trend. Contour interval is 0.2 non-dimensional units. The
corresponding time series of c) PC1 and d) PC2 (thin solid) and their SSA-reconstruction (thick solid
line). The units for PC's are in Celcius, SSA-curves are multiplied by constant to highlight the decadal
cycles.
Fig. 2 (a) Winter (JFM) SST time series (in Celsius) of the subtropical area, SE off Florida, (18N-
30N, 81W-57W) and subpolar area (+IC offset) (42N-66N, 57W-27W). (b) Power spectrum of
subpolar SSTA time series (monthly data, Hamming window): average over three 50% overlapping
subsections (thick). Red noise (thin solid) and its 95% confidence limit (dotted) are shown also.
Fig. 3 A sample of low pass filtered (35 month running mean) tide gauge data along the East Coast
of North America. Units are in mm.
Fig. 4 The Charleston tide gauge data binned seasonally and detrended (thin line), its l 1-season
running mean (dashed solid line), and its SSA mode 1 and 2 reconstruction (thick solid line).
Fig. 5 A sample of tide gauge data from the western Europe detrended and low pass filtered with 35
month running mean. Aberdeen and Brest shifted forward by 30 years for convenience of spanning a
similar record length. Units are in mm.
Fig. 6 (a) EOF 1 and (b) EOF 2 of the North Atlantic net heat flux anomalies based on the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. Contour interval: 0.2, nondimentional unit. The PC's of the two leading
heat flux EOF patterns, linearly detrended, normalized by their respective standard deviations and low
pass filtered (37-month Harming filter); (c) NCEP, (d) COADS, and (e) model. The thick line is PC l
and the thin line is PC2.
Fig. 7 The subpolar heat flux anomaly (thin lines) from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis as (a) monthly
values, and as (b) winter (DJF) values. Thick solid lines represent reconstruction of the time series
including only Fourier components at periods 8, 10 and 13.3 years.
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Fig. 8 Correlationsbetweenmodelheatflux PCI andNCAR 5x5 SLP fields for timeperiod 1951-
1990. Only seasonalaveragesfor DJFareused.0.3 is asignificantcorrelationat95% level, a) lag0,
PCI leadingSLPat b) lag 1yrs, c) lag 3yrs, d) lag4 yrs, e) 5 yrs andf) 7 yrs.
Fig. 9 Correlationsbetweenmodelheatflux PC2andNCAR 5x5 SLPfields for timeperiod 1951-
1990. Only seasonalaveragesfor DJFareused.0.3 is asignificantcorrelationat 95%level, a) lag0,
PC2leadingSLPat b) lag 1yrs, c) lag 3yrs, d) lag4 yrs, e) 5 yrs andf) 6 yrs.
Fig. 10 SLP(from NCAR 5x5data)compositedifferenceattheextremaof modelheatflux PC1, all
seasonsabove1std(DJF,MAM etc, 1951-1990)arecountedin. Contourinterval is 1 hPa. a) at lag
0, extremain PC1leadingSLPby b) 1.5years,c) 2 years,d) 3 years,e) 4 year, f) 5 yearsandg) 7
years. Shadingindicatesthatthedifferencevaluesaresignificant95%confidencelevel.
Fig. 11 DJFcompositedifferenceof NCEPheatflux referencedto NCEPheatflux PC1. (a) at year
-1, (b) year0, (c) year1,(d) year2, (e)year3and(f) year5. Contourinterval for heatflux is 15Wm-
2. Areaswherepositive(negative)valuesarestatisticallysignificantat the95% levelaredark (light)
shaded.
Fig. 12 DJFcompositedifferenceof COADSheatflux referencedto COADSheatflux PC1. (a) at
year0, (b) year1,(c) year2, (d) year3, (e)year5 and(f) year6. Contour intervalfor heatflux is 10
Wm-2. Areaswherepositive(negative)valuesarestatisticallysignificantat the 95% level aredark
(light) shaded.
Fig. 13 DJFcompositedifferenceof modelheatflux referencedto modelheatflux PC1. (a) at year
0, (b) year1,(c) year2, (d) year3, (e)year6 and(f) year7. Contour intervalfor heatflux is 15Wm-
2. Areaswherepositive(negative)valuesarestatisticallysignificantat the95% level aredark (light)
shaded.
Fig. 14 DJFcompositedifferenceof SST,except(b) for MAM, by Smithet al. (1996) referencedto
NCEPheatflux PC1. (a)at year0, (b) MAM year0, (c) year 1,(d) year3, (e) year6 and(f) year7.
Contourintervalis0.3C.Areaswherepositive(negative)valuesarestatisticallysignificantat the95%
levelaredark(light) shaded.
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Fig. 15 DJF composite difference of model SST referenced to model heat flux PC I. (a) at year 0,
(b) year 1, (c) year 2, (d) year 3, (e) year 6 and (e) year 7. Contour interval for heat flux is 0.3 C.
Areas where positive (negative) values are statistically significant at the 95% level are dark (light)
shaded.
Fig. 16: Composite difference of the average temperature in the top 1000 meters from the ocean
model simulation at the extrema of the model heat flux PC 1 for DJF (a) year 0, (b) year 1, (c) year 2,
(d) year 3, (e) year 6, and (f) year 7. The contour interval is 0.2C. The values in the areas of dashed
shading are statistically significant at the 95% level.
Fig. 17: Composite difference of the March mixed layer depth anomalies from the ocean model
simulation at the extrema of the model heat flux PC1 for DJF (a) year 0, and (b) year 7. The contour
interval is 100m. The values in the areas of dashed shading are statistically significant at the 95% level.
FIG 18. EOF1 (a) and EOF2 (b) of OHC (upper 1000 m average temperature) and the PC1 (c), PC2
(d). Contour interval in (a-b) 0.2 non-dim, units, PC's are in units of C.
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TABLE captions
Table1: Periodicitiesin theNorthAmericanTideGaugedatafrom SSA-andFourieranalysis
Fourieranalysisperiodsdeterminedfrom two 50%overlappingsubsectionswith aHammingwindow
(8 degreesof freedom)whencomparedto rednoise95% confidencelevel.
Table2: Periodicitiesin theEuropeanTide Gaugedatafrom SSA-andFourieranalysis
Fourieranalysisperiodsdeterminedfrom two 50%overlappingsubsectionswith aHammingwindow
(8degreesof freedom)whencomparedto rednoise95% confidencelevel.
Table3: Thecold andwarmwinters(DJF)basedon theextremaof heatflux PC1aboveonestandard
deviation
(NCEPandMODEL uses40yearsof data,COADS 48 years; monthly PC1 binned seasonally)
Table 4: The schematic of the coupled cycle
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